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Question: We are having difficulty

diagnosing some faults on a 2013 Toyota

Prius. The hybrid drive system warning

lamp and engine malfunction indicator

lamp (MIL) are illuminated. Also, the hybrid

battery pack is overheating. We are not

hybrid vehicle specialists and we are

reluctant to get too involved in repairing

this car. Do you know of any possible

repairs we could carry out to fix this car?

Answer: Yes, we are aware of a fault

which affects Toyota Prius models

produced from 2013. While the fault can be corrected by a competent

technician, we strongly advise that all personnel working on hybrid

vehicles are suitably trained to carry out the necessary operations. When

working on high voltage circuits and components, ensure all safety

related guidelines are adhered to. We

also recommend that the high voltage

battery pack is disconnected/isolated. 

From the symptoms you have

described, the fault is likely to be due

to foreign objects and/or debris in the

hybrid battery pack cooling fan that is

reducing or stopping the air flow.

Remove and clean the hybrid battery

pack cooling fan. Replace the hybrid

battery pack cooling fan if necessary. To

prevent recurrence of the fault, fit a

hybrid battery pack air intake aperture filter (see figure 1). Check the

operation and condition of the hybrid

battery pack and replace if necessary. 

Toyota Prius: Hybrid warning and engine malfunction light on

Tool and equipment

specialist,

Chicago Pneumatic,

has introduced the

CP7762, what it terms

as the first True ¾”

Stubby Impact Wrench. 

With vehicle design

becoming ever more compact,

especially in the engine bay, it is

often difficult to access restricted

areas with standard tools. The

CP7762  ¾” Stubby provides a perfect

solution to this problem. It is ultra-

lightweight at a mere 3 kg and

measures just 158.7mm in length. This

means it is perfect for getting the job

done in tight spaces. Also despite its

compact design the CP7762 packs a

powerful punch. It is equipped with a

rugged steel motor

that delivers an

impressive 1420 Nm in

reverse for high

productivity. It also

features a twin

hammer action and

an aluminium

housing, making it

suitable for the

toughest operating

environments.

Chicago Pneumatic also

stresses that operator comfort

is an integral part of this new

stubby impact wrench’s design. It

is a very well balanced tool and

features an ergonomic P-handle

with full teasing trigger. The

controls are designed and

positioned for ease of use and

include a one hand forward and

reverse speed regulator button, as

well as a side-to-

side forward and

reverse system.

Compact,

powerful and

offering great flexibility, this new

style product will make a first class

addition to any workshop tool line-

up and is sure to be in big demand

with garages and bodyshops.

To learn more and see a
demonstration video visit
www.cp.co.uk and search
CP7762.

The CP7762  ¾” Stubby is ultra-lightweight at
3 kg and measures just 158.7mm in length

Chicago Pneumatic offers first "True"
3/4 inch Stubby Impact Wrench

One of the star buys in the latest

Draper Tools Workshop promotion, is

the Draper Low Profile 'Quick Lift' 2 Tonne

Trolley Jack.

The Draper Low Profile 'Quick Lift'

Trolley Jack (31481) is manufactured to

EN1494 Specification and to Draper Expert

Quality standards. The low profile 70mm

entry height, makes this jack particularly

suitable for reduced clearance vehicles,

while it features twin pistons for a 'quick

lift' facility that provides extra lift per

pump of the handle.

It also has a fast lowering two-piece

twist handle that is fitted with a foam

bumper preventing possible panel damage

when being pumped. In addition to this

the jack has an extra-large cushioned

saddle for easier location under vehicles.

The award winning Draper Low

Profile 'Quick Lift' 2 Tonne Trolley Jack is

now available from Draper Tool stockist

across Ireland.

Draper jack offers
garages quick lift


